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Kaleidoscope OS (Open Structure) is the next 

generation of Landscape Forms’ unique  product  

for creating outdoor structures of exceptional  

utility, stability and style. Kaleidoscope OS is  

based on the original Kaleidoscope suite of 

parts, re-engineered to address key functional 

and environmental requirements. Kaleidoscope 

OS is a foot lower in height, providing comfortable 

pedestrian scale; is open on all sides, enabling 

it to withstand wind loads of up to 146 mph; and 

can be surface mounted for ease of installation 

and retrofit. 



Easy as 
one, two,  
three

Kaleidoscope OS is easy to understand and specify. Creating 
the perfect structure for the particular setting is now as simple  
as one two three.

Select a structure

Specify two, three or four posts to create one, two or three bays
Standard solid panel offset canopies are made to fit
Specify surface mount or below grade mounting

Choose a bench (optional)

Specify Plexus or Presidio, backed or backless, with or without intermediate arms
Tell us how many you want and in which bays you want them

Add lighting (optional)

Specify standard hard-wired or create a Smart Shelter
with state-of-the-art solar powered LED lighting 

one

two

three

plexus backed plexus backless presidio backed presidio backless
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low
voltage hard-wired lighting solar-powered lighting



Kaleidoscope OS provides seasonal 

protection and a sense of place. Basic 

post and canopy structures work 

alone or with optional seating and  

lighting to create transit shelters and 

covered walkways, seating areas and 

bike parking. Its human scale and refined 

fit and finish make it well suited for use  

in streetscapes, corporate and college 

campuses, residential/condo develop-

ments, and health care and retail venues. 

Like its progenitor, Kaleidoscope OS is 

fully designed, engineered and tested. 

Modular, with replaceable parts, it comes 

ready to assemble and install. Structures 

can be removed and relocated and 

the surface-mounting capability makes  

Kaleidoscope OS even easier to install 

and move. Kaleidoscope OS is manu-

factured to Landscape Forms renowned 

standards of quality, has our durable, 

weather resistant factory finish, and is 

backed by our three-year warranty.



The 
Benefits 
of 
Being 
Smart

Smart Shelter combines 

Kaleidoscope structure with 

canopy-mounted advanced 

solar powered light-emitting 

diode (LED) technology. 

Smart Shelter is off the grid. 

In power emergencies  

it continues to provide  

light and the absence of  

hardwiring saves on  

installation, maintenance and 

energy costs. Smart Shelter 

is intelligent. Microprocessor 

technology automatically 

turns lights on at dusk and 

off at dawn. Light levels are 

programmed to increase 

as people enter the shelter. 

Smart Shelter is efficient.  

LED lamps powered by 

silicon chips have an 

average life of 100,000 

hours, are 100 times as  

efficient at producing light as 

incandescent bulbs, and last 

about 20 times longer.



KaleidoscopeOS® Specifications

Kaleidoscope standard elements have been engineered to meet building 
codes across the U.S. Stringent load tests were performed by Landscape 
Forms. Based on this data, structural engineers calculated snow and wind 
load ratings for all standard elements. Kaleidoscope meets:
• Wind load of 146 mph, exposure C (IBC)
• Snow load of 40 lbs. per square foot @ 90 mph, exposure B

Low Voltage Lighting

Low voltage lighting (1.2 volts) is available. Lighting 

package consists of light housing and transformer and 

may be ordered through Landscape Forms. Accepts 

20 to 75 watt low voltage halogen MR16 lamp. Bulb and  

wiring are not included. Standard light hous-

ing is a bronze color. Additional colors avail-

able for an upcharge. Call for details. All light-

ing components are UL listed. Landscape Forms 

recommends a licensed contractor install lighting.  

Landscape Forms is not responsible for verifying that 

lighting meets local codes.

Solar Power Lighting

Solar powered lighting is available. The unit operation is 

completely automatic, illuminating from dusk to dawn 

without interruption, increasing security and safety.  

Using the solar panels mounted on the roof of the shelter, 

the controller determines when to turn the LED lighting 

on or off. The Solar Powered Lighting package consists 

of Photvoltaic collectors, storage batteries, controller, 

mounting brackets, hardware, and LED Luminaire(s). The 

low profile canopy mounted cabinet for the battery bank 

and controller is powder coated to match canopy.

Fit and Finish

Kaleidoscope is precisely engineered to look and wear  
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Pangard II® powdercoat process protects each unit 

with a hard yet flexible skin that resists rusting, chip-

ping, peeling and fading. Kaleidoscope is covered by a  

three-year warranty.

Our Purpose Is To Enrich Outdoor Spaces

We believe in the power of design and its ability to   

and elevate the quality of public space. High quality prod-

ucts and outstanding customer experience makes us 

one of the world’s premier designers and manufacturers 

of outdoor commercial furnishings.

Metal is the world’s most recycled material and is fully recyclable. Consult our website for recycled content for this 
product. Powdercoat  on metal parts contains no heavy metals, is HAPS-free and has extremely low VOCs.

800.521.2546   269.381.3455 fax 

431 Lawndale Avenue, Kalamazoo, MI  49048

landscapeforms.com

landscapeforms.com 

Visit our website for product details, color charts, 

technical sheets, sales  locations. Download JPG 

images, brochure PDF, CAD details, CSI 

Kaleidoscope® is designed by Robert Chipman, ASLA; Brian Kane, IDSA; ad 

Arno Yurk, AIA, IDSA.

Kaleidoscope design is protected by U.S. Patent Nos. D432.665; D420.812; 

D421.132; D429.000; D412.993; D413.314.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Kaleidoscope is manufactured in U.S.A.

Landscape Forms supports the LAF at the Second Century level.

©2010 Landscape Forms, Inc.  Printed in U.S.A.

Footings

Kaleidoscope can be ordered for surface mounting at 

grade with cover plates or below grade mounting. An-

chor bolts with nuts are used to level canopy posts for 

both mounting styles. Ground and footing preparation 

is necessary. Kaleidoscope posts must be mounted on 

concrete footings. Caisson, spread, and pad style foot-

ings are all possible and custom designed for different 

building code conditions.

surface mount below grade mounting




